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LOCATION:

The beautiful, beachfront Hotel El Ganzo stands at the
base of the Puerto Los Cabos marina just a 20-minute
drive away from the San Jose del Cabo International
Airport and five minutes away from the historic town of
San Jose del Cabo.
The Puerto Los Cabos resort and residential
development in which Hotel El Ganzo is located,
features a marina, a breathtaking park with 15 bronze
sculptures and 50 art works by surrealist artist Leonora
Carrington, charming restaurants, a botanical garden,
the Wirikuta cactus garden, a dolphin discovery center
and a scenic bike path from which guests can take it
all in.

ADDRESS:

PHONE:

Tiburon s/n Fracc. La Playita Puerto Los Cabos
Baja California Sur, Mexico
C.P. 23403
Los Cabos + 52 (624) 104 9000
USA: 1-855-835-4269 (855-8-ELGANZO)

WEBSITE:

www.elganzo.com

RATES:

Hotel El Ganzo rates range from $320 - $4,500

DESCRIPTION:

ACCOMODATIONS &
AMENITIES

Hotel El Ganzo is a place that celebrates diversity,
creativity, artistry and sustainability. It’s a place where
individual expression reigns, and guests can indulge
and enjoy Los Cabos like never before. The 69-room,
beachfront hotel stands at the base of the Puerto Los
Cabos marina, on an old fisherman's wharf. El Ganzo
boasts sprawling suites with limitless views of the Sea
of Cortez; a chic rooftop bar and lounge; several
restaurants on-site; and access to all of the worldclass amenities of the Puerto Los Cabos resort and
residential community it resides in. Perhaps most
notable of all is El Ganzo's unique foothold in the
world of the arts - with live artist installations, an inhouse recording studio, as well as a bustling schedule
of musicians playing on-site - it is an art and music
lover’s utopia.
All 69 guestrooms overlooking the Sea of Cortez are
luxuriously appointed with modern, refined décor with
rustic undertones brought in with natural materials
and woods throughout. A complimentary, fully stocked
minibar, custom, indigenous bath amenities, and
wireless Internet access are among the amenities.
Guest room categories include Deluxe Ocean View,
Balcony and Jacuzzi Rooms, Master Suites, Large
Suites and Very Large Suites.
The Large Suites, which are four times larger than
Deluxe Rooms, are home to patio lounge beds, three
flat screen televisions, glass showers, a living room
and a separate bedroom. Each of the Large Suites
are individually designed and decorated, and will be
enhanced over time by the work of El Ganzo’s line-up
of artists in residence.
Two spectacular Very Large Suites have everything to
satisfy the VIP guest, with two bedrooms, two
bathrooms, spacious living room areas, a grand
salon, ping pong table, private, glass enclosed gym,
corner terrace and indoor and outdoor Jacuzzis.

INTERIOR DESIGN
& ARCHITECTURAL
FIRM:
CULTURE

HKS, http://www.hksinc.com/
Hotel El Ganzo is an art and music lover’s utopia with
its in-house recording studio, an artist in residence
program, live artists installations and renowned
musician performances on site.
“The Underground” is the hotel’s state-of-the-art
recording studio, aptly named as it is located
underground and accessed only via a trap door in the
floor of the lobby lounge. Acoustically and electrically
isolated from the rest of the hotel, The Underground is
stocked with the highest quality equipment including
Blue Microphones, Fender and Gibson. The
Underground can accommodate anything from solo
artists to entire bands, any time of the day or night.
The studio is also available for rent over extended
periods.
Where most hotels have a lobby bar, El Ganzo has a
lobby venue complete with a stage and surround
sound system fit to host internationally renowned
musicians for El Ganzo Sessions, a series of live
performances held on-site. Guests can enjoy
performances free of charge.
El Ganzo also features a one of a kind artist in
residence program that invites artists from all over the
world to create masterpieces and use El Ganzo as
their canvas. Artists are given absolute freedom to
create works of art inspired by the property and its
unique atmosphere and creative vibe. Artists can
choose to create live installations throughout the hotel
that guests can see, and musicians take advantage of
The Underground studio. Hotel El Ganzo’s website is
updated bi-weekly with new artist news, comings and
goings as well as El Ganzo Sessions performances.

SPECIAL ON-SITE
AMENITIES:

Hotel El Ganzo is boutique in size, but not amenities.
Highlights include a state-of-the-art Fitness Center, a
beach club, access to a signature golf course, a

waterfront lap pool, and – on the rooftop – a lounge,
restaurant, infinity pool lined with cabanas, and a oneof-a-kind glass-enclosed Jacuzzi with limitless views
of the marina and Sea of Cortez.
Puerto Los Cabos Golf Course
Guests of El Ganzo have exclusive access to the 18hole Puerto Los Cabos golf course designed by
leading golf architects and craftsmen Jack Nicklaus
and Greg Norman. Located just two miles away, this
course gives guests of El Ganzo exclusive access to
the Clubhouse, as well as discounted rates on golf
clinics.
Ganzo de Playa
Ganzo de Playa Beach Club is located on one of Los
Cabos’ only swimmable beaches. Located just across
the bay from El Ganzo via a two-minute panga boat
ride, it’s the perfect place to grab a bite of casual fare
in the restaurant, and enjoy water activities like SUP,
kayaks, canoes and volleyball.
SPA & WELLNESS:

Throughout the year the hotel hosts unique wellness
and fitness retreats by some of the most renowned
wellness experts and fitness instructors in the world.

CELEBRATE:

Whether it’s an intimate gathering or a large affair, a
Mexican beach wedding will have all the charm and
romance a guest has ever dreamed of. Choose from
three different venues and transform each into a whole
new way – a bohemian-style barefoot wedding or a
traditional, upscale ceremony. Guests can customize it
with homemade decorations and wildflowers or the
hotel can recommend local vendors.

RESTAURANTS:

Guests may choose from four restaurants and two
bars at Hotel El Ganzo, each with a distinctive menu
and atmosphere. Round-the-clock in-room dining is
also available, as are private catering services for
dinner parties and intimate en suite events.
The Upstairs Bar located on the rooftop, offers
stunning panoramic views of Puerto Los Cabos
Marina, The Sea of Cortez and the nearby mountains.

The Rooftop lounge has a music venue dedicated to
hosting open-air concerts by in residence artists and a
D.J. booth for special events and parties.
The restaurant at Ganzo de Playa Beach Club is a
“no shoes, no problem” establishment on one of
Cabos’ few swimmable beaches. This mostly al fresco
spot serves up delectable, casual fare daily for lunch.
Gachoo Sushi Bar serves Japanese food, raw food
and fresh ceviches daily on the rooftop.
Ganzo Downstairs utilizes the freshest local
ingredients, blending traditional Mexican flavors with
international culinary techniques and serves food all
day every day in a vibrant oceanfront setting.
A large bar in the Lounge area is the meeting spot for
enjoying signature cocktails or a warm sunset on the
outdoor patio with limitless ocean views and cozy fire
pits. The vibe is both lively and laid back with carefully
curated music playlists by in residence artists and the
hotel’s Music Director.
Located within walking distance and along the Puerto
Los Cabos marina, guests can find The Container
Restaurant and bar. Perfect for a casual breakfast,
lunch or dinner.
OFF-SITE ACTIVITIES:

Guests staying at Hotel El Ganzo have the
opportunity to experience many of Los Cabos
greatest attractions – all without ever leaving the
immediate vicinity. The hotel’s location in the everevolving Puerto Los Cabos development affords
guests immediate access to a host of great local
activities including bike riding, sport fishing, paddle
boarding, snorkeling, surfing, kayaking, whale
watching and swimming with dolphins at the Dolphin
Discovery Center. A stunning cactus garden, called
Wirikuta, and art walk, both must-sees, are easily
accessed via bike or foot.

The Hotel El Ganzo concierge is on-hand to help
guests book those off-site experiences at their
request.
AIRPORT ACCESS:

Hotel El Ganzo is located approximately 20 minutes
from San Jose del Cabo International Airport.

SOCIAL MEDIA:

Facebook: Hotel El Ganzo
Twitter: @HotelElGanzo
YouTube: Hotel El Ganzo
Instagram: @hotelelganzo
###

